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WEIGHTED REPRESENTATIONS
OF A PRIMITIVE ALGEBRA

E. G. GOODAIRE1

Abstract. Let £ be a diagonable subspace of an associative

algebra A with identity over a field F; that is, L is spanned by a set

of pairwise commuting elements, and the linear transformations

ad x : a t—^ax—xaiorxeL are simultaneously diagonal izable. Denote

the centralizer of L in A by #. A module i-'over A or # is ¿-weighted

if for some nonzero » G Kand map X-.L-+F, v(x—X(x)\)nW=Q for

each x G L, and .»weighted if for some nonzero v G V, A G Fand

positive integer n, v(x—A1)"=0. In this paper we give conditions

under which the following statements are equivalent :

1. All irreducible modules over A and # are L-weighted.

2. For each xe L, some irreducible /4-module is ̂ -weighted and

x is algebraic over F.

Let A be an associative algebra with 1 over a field F of characteristic 0

which possesses a diagonable subspace. By this, we mean a subspace L

spanned by a set of pairwise commuting elements such that {ad x:xe L}

is a simultaneously diagonalizable set of linear transformations of A,

where for any x, aeA, ad x:a->(a, x)=ax—xa. Corresponding to L,

there is a collection A of maps x:L-"F, called roots of L in A, such that A

decomposes into ®~ZxsAAx, where Ax=Aa(L)={ae A:(a,x)=x(x)a for

every x e L). A module V over any subalgebra of A containing L is said

to be L-weighted if there is a map X.L-+F, called a weight of L in V,

and a nonzero »eK, such that v(x—X(x)l)n=0 for n=n(x) e N, the

natural numbers, and each xe L. If for some xel, ne N, and A g F,

v(x—xl)n=0, then Fis x-weighted. In fact, any weight or root is always a

linear functional on L [1]. It is known [1] that should V be both L-

weighted and irreducible, then V has a weight space decomposition,

1/=©2^a V». relative to the complete set A of weights of L in V. Here

Vx={veV:v(x—X(x)l)nix)=0 for each xeL) is the weight space

corresponding to X.
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Now A0(L) is a subalgebra of A containing 1 and L, for it is just the

centralizer # of L in A. This centralizer plays an important role in the

representation theory for A : we have shown elsewhere that a theorem of

Lemire [2] concerning the weighted irreducible representations of a finite-

dimensional Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic

0 is a consequence of the fact that any Cartan subalgebra of such a Lie

algebra is a diagonable subspace of the universal enveloping algebra.

For a fixed map X : L-*F, the irreducible L-weighted representations of A

which have A as a weight are in one-to-one correspondence with the same

class of representations of #', up to equivalence [1].

Now the mere existence of a diagonable subspace in A does not guaran-

tee that all irreducible vi-modules are weighted, as an example in [3]

shows; furthermore, it is not clear that the existence of weight space

decompositions for all irreducible ^4-modules implies such decompositions

for all irreducible "^-modules. In this paper, we give a necessary and suf-

ficient condition for all the representations of A and # to be JL-weighted.

The notation and conventions of our first paragraph will be everywhere

employed.

Theorem. Let A=Ç£)'£x<iiiAx be the decomposition of a primitive

algebra A corresponding to a diagonable subspace L with centralizer "&.

Suppose A is finite and L is finite dimensional. Then the following are

equivalent:

(1) All irreducible modules of A and # are L-weighted.

(2) For each x e L, x is algebraic and some irreducible A-module is

x-weighted.

Example. We begin with an example intended to show the complexity

of the problem of determining which representations of an algebra are

weighted. Let A be the universal enveloping algebra of the two-dimensional

nonabelian Lie algebra over a field F (of characteristic 0). Then A is just

the ring of noncommuting polynomials over F in two indeterminates x and

v, with yx=(x+l)y. One can verify that, in fact, y'f(x)=f(x+il)y' for

any ieN and/(x) e F[x]. The subspace Fx is diagonable and A=© J, eA Ax

where <x.„:xt->nx for any integer w^O. In fact, Ax is merely F[x]yn.

We prove first that A is primitive. To this end, note that y+l is not

invertible in A and so must be contained in a maximal right ideal J which

has the property

(1)        f(x)ykeJ   forfc>0,   and   f(x) e F[x] implies/ ■ 0.

This follows by induction on «=degree / and k. For n=0, if <xyk and

y+l are both in J, then J contains 1 because these are relatively prime

polynomials. Assuming the validity of (1) for polynomials / with degree
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less than n, suppose/(x) G F[x] has degree n &ndf(x)ylc and y+l are both

in J. Then J must contain

,k+i
(/(*)/> y + 1) =/M/+1 - yf(x)y" = (/(x) -/(x + i))y

Since/(x)—/(x-|-l) has degree less than n, f(x)=f(x+l) by induction.

This means f+/w is a root of/for every integer rajgO and any root

f of/. But this is impossible unless/has degree 0, and this possibility has

already been eliminated. We therefore have (1). It follows immediately

that Jean contain no two-sided ideal of A except (0) because any such ideal

F can be written F=02c,n€A TC\AXn (§4 of [1]). Hence A\J is a simple,

faithful /i-module and A is primitive.

Now A/J is not weighted, for we can prove

(n \ n

2 ai(x)y')(x-a.l)meJ   implies    2 ^to/ e J
¿=0 ' i=0

where a,(x)GF[x], z'=0, • • • , n. For w=0, a0(x)(x—al)m e/ implies

a0(x)=0 or x=al by (1), and the latter possibility is false. If/contains

(2 a,(x)/)(x - air = 2 A<* - {ix* - «i)m
\<=o / 1=0

then it also contains

(y + l)nb(x)(x - xl)m = 2 (")/*>(*)(* - xl)m,       b(x) = an(x - n\)

because y+l eJ, and so J contains the difference of these two elements;

namely,

"¿V'ia/x - il) - ("Wx))(x - al)™

= 2(a¿(x) - (")f»(x + il))/(x - al)m.

By  induction,  we  may  assume  ai(x)=(")b(x+il);  i.e.   that  a((x)=

Q)a0(x+il), for /=0, ■•■ ,n-\. Thus

2 «¿xy = 2 (n)ao(x + W = 2 (") Ao(x) = (1 + >0"flo(x)
¿=0 ¿=0   \'' ¿=0   ^!'

is in J. Hence we have (2) and A/J cannot be weighted.

On the other hand, some ,4-modules are weighted; for example, there

is a maximal right ideal I oí A containing x (because x is not invertible)

and so Ají is an irreducible Fx-weighted ^-module ((/+l)ax=0 for

any x e F).
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Proposition. IfL is a finite-dimensional diagonable subspace of A and

V is an irreducible A-module, then V is L-weighted if and only if V is

x-weightedfor every xeL.

Proof. If V is L-weighted, then V is jc-weighted for every x e L by

definition. Conversely, suppose xx, • • • , xk is a basis for L. By induction,

we assume that there exist scalars Xx, • • •, A^j, and positive integers

Mi> ' ' ' > "*-i> sucn tnat v(xi—A,1)"*=0 for some nonzero v eV,i=l,- • • ,

k—l. Now, because Kis xt-weighted, it is easy to see that Khas a weight

space decomposition relative to the diagonable subspace Fxk, V= 0 2yer ^i»

and so we can write t»=2 vy, vy e Vy. Using the fact that VyA0(Fxk) <= Vy

(see [1]), v(xi-Xil)ni=0, i=l, ■ • • , k-l, implies vy(xt-^1)^=0,

i=l, ■ • • , k—1. Clearly for some y, vy^0, so defining u=vy and

A„=y(xk) we have u(x(—A,l)ni=0 for i=l, • • • , k. Define X:L-^-F by

X(xi)=Xi and extend to L by linearity. Then a straightforward calculation

shows that u(x-k(x)l)M=0, A/=2*=1/z¿, for any x e L. Thus V is

L-weighted.

Lemma 1. Let L be a diagonable subspace of a prime algebra A over F

which possesses only a finite set A of roots. Suppose x e L is algebraic

and X is any subalgebra of A containing x. Then if any irreducible X-module

is x-weighted, every irreducible X-module is x-weighted.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the minimal (monic) polynomial

/>(/) over F which x satisfies has all its roots in F. The key step towards this

is establishing that/>(r) has the form

(3) P(t) = n?(' + «)

where q(t) e F[t] is irreducible and S<=9l={a(x):<x a root of Fx in A}.

Since A is semiprime, so is the centralizer A0(x) of x by [1]. Thus p(t)

must be of the form px(t) • • ■ ps(t), where px(t), • • ■ ,ps(t) are the distinct

monic irreducible factors of p(t) in F[t]. Let Au denote the subspace

{a e A :pi(x)a=0=apj(x)} for 1 _/',y'^j. Then we have

(4) A = @2Aa-
1.3 = 1

To prove this, we note that the linear transformation Lx:a\-*xa of A

is algebraic with minimal polynomial also p(t) (all algebras we consider

contain 1). Thus ^=02Í=i^¿ where A(={a e A:pi(x)a=0}. Now

each subspace A¡ is invariant under the linear transformation Rx : a\-*ax,

which is also algebraic with minimal polynomial p(t). Thus the restriction
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of Rx to At has minimal polynomial dividingp(t), and so each Af decom-

poses into a direct sum of spaces Ai} for some integers j, l^j^s. This

gives (4).

Now for each k, l^k^s, define ak=T\(^kpi(x). Then ak?¿Q, and for

any i,je{l,---,s}, a^a^O because A is prime. But a^a^A^ and

so each of the spaces Atí is nonzero. Suppose then that O^a G An and

a= 2c,6îi aa is the decomposition oía relative to Fx (i.e. A =®2l6î Aa(x)).

For some a, a¿£0, and because /la(x)/40(x) c ^a(x) and the sum 2«e« ^,W

is direct, oa[/»1(x)=0. But (aa, x)=aoa easily implies p1(x+x)ax=0. We

have also/»,(x)a=0 and so just as above pj(x)aa—0. Thus the polynomials

p^t+x) and />,-(/) cannot be relatively prime, and because they are irre-

ducible and monic,/»3(i) =p1(t+a). This establishes (3), whereq(t)=pl(t).

Now by hypothesis, some irreducible Y-module V is x-weighted, and

the existence of a nonzero v e V and Xe F with v(x—A1)"=0 certainly

implies (x—XI) is not invertible in X. Thus the polynomials />(?) and

t—X are not relatively prime; i.e. t—X divides p(t). It follows that for

some x e S, q(t+x)=t—X; hence q(t)=t—(X+x) and all roots of p(t) lie

in F

This lemma, together with the proposition, gives one half of our

theorem (because primitive algebras are prime). The other half is valid

for L of arbitrary dimension.

Lemma 2. Let A be a primitive algebra over F which decomposes

^ = ®Lea^ relative to a diagonable subspace L. Then if A is finite

and all irreducible modules over A and ^ (the centralizer of L) are L-

weighted, all elements of L are algebraic over F.

Proof. We make use of Theorem 1.6 in [1] which states that ^ is a

direct sum of finitely many primitive algebras R¡, i=l, ■ • • , n. If / is any

maximal right ideal of &, <€\l is an irreducible 'tf-module and hence

weighted; i.e. for some X.L-+F and u e <g\I, u(x—X(x)l)n<x> el for every

x e L. Since x—X(x)\ is in the centre of <ê, it follows that x—X(x)\ e I.

For each /', there exists a maximal right ideal J( of Rt containing no nonzero

ideal of F¿. The above argument then shows that/,©2»,^ ^¿> which is a

maximal right ideal of *é', contains x—X{(x)l for every x e L and some

X¿:L-+F, i= 1, • • • , n. For a particular x e L, write x= 2"=i x,, x, e Ft,

and l«"22-i*»» ei trie identity of R{. By looking at the ¡'-component of

x—Xt(x)l, we see that xi—Xiei G/t, A¿=A¿(x). But x¿—¿¿e,- is in the centre

of Rt because x—X(x)\ is in the centre of ^. Thus (x¿—A¿e¿)F¿ is an ideal

of Ri contained in J¡. It now follows that xf=A¿e¿, and x= 2"=i ¿A with

ex, • • ■ , e„ pairwise orthogonal idempotents. Since x satisfies the poly-

nomial nr=i (t—h) g F[t], it is algebraic.
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